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Welcome
Introductions
• Michael Hunter, Sr. Administrative Analyst
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WCB Website
www.wcb.ny.gov
click on:

And you will see

Also:
www.twitter.com/NYSWorkersComp
and
Look for us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/NYSWCB

IAIABC
• International Association of Industrial Accidents
Boards and Commissions: www.iaiabc.org
• Non‐profit trade association since 1914
• Represents government agencies that administer
workers’ compensation systems
• Develops standards for workers’ compensation
processes
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Trading Partners
Who is a Trading Partner?
• An entity that enters into an agreement with WCB to
exchange data electronically
• Can be an Insurance Company, TPA, or Self‐Insured
Employer
Note: All TPAs must be licensed by the WCB Licensing Unit
and have an assigned "T" number in order to be able to
submit data electronically. If you are an Insurer without a
TPA, you will report yourself on transactions as both the
Insurer and Claim Administrator.
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Today vs. EDI
Today’s “paper”
process is on
the left, while
tomorrow’s
“electronic”
Claims EDI
process is on
the right.
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FROIs and SROIs
Claim Event – an incident that requires you to report information to
WCB
First Report of Injury (FROI) ‐
– may contain information on Claim Administrator, employee, employer,
accident information

Subsequent Report of Injury (SROI) –
– may contain information on indemnity payments, non‐indemnity
payments, reason(s) why claim is not being paid

A report of an event is identified or described using a Maintenance
Type Code (MTC)
Examples: In FROI‐04 and SROI‐04, 04 is the MTC that
indicates this is a denial.
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Maintenance Type Codes (MTCs)
What are Maintenance Type Codes (MTCs)?
• Further describes type of FROI or SROI being
submitted
• Used to report business (claim) events
• Examples of MTCs
‐ FROI‐UR
‐ FROI‐00
‐ FROI‐01
‐ FROI‐02

Upon Request
Original Report
Cancel Report
Change Report

‐ SROI‐IP Initial Payment
‐ SROI‐S1 Suspension
‐ SROI‐RB Reinstatement
‐ SROI‐SA Sub Annual Report
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FROIs and SROIs
EDI means some paper forms will no
longer be used to report claims events
to the Board.
Form ID

EDI Submission

C‐2, VF‐2, VAW‐2*

FROI

C‐669

FROI or SROI

C‐7

FROI or SROI

C‐8/8.6

SROI

Note: Some parties will still need to receive paper copies of
some forms.
The C‐11, C‐240, C‐107 (Employer Reimbursement Request)
will still be paper forms.
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Claims EDI Tables
EDI Reporting requirements are defined on the
following tables:
2. Data needed
on the Report(s)

1. Required
Report(s)
Event Table

Element
Requirement
Table

Edit Matrix

3. Applied Editing
Note: Only transactions that pass all edits are duly filed. If utilizing a Vendor, they
typically should apply edits to your transactions prior to submission (or will return
rejection reasons to you from WCB). If utilizing WCB Web Data Entry it will give
error immediately and give you chance to fix & submit immediately.
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Event Table
Event Table—Required reports
• Includes Form to MTC Crosswalk
• What events need to be reported
– Note that SROI‐SA Sub Annual is new report

• When to file based on laws and regulations
• What, if any, required paper
form mailings need to be
sent to parties
• NYS Event Table can be found
Event
Table
on WCB website.

Element
Requirement
Table

http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/
ReqTables/NYS_R3_EventTable.xls
Edit Matrix
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FROI‐00 Scenario
Claimant has NOT lost any time from work
Employee John Doe missed the last step getting off a ladder at the employer’s jobsite
located at 1234 Broadway, Albany, NY and sprained his right ankle on August 1, 2012
at 1:00 p.m. He started work at 7:00 a.m. Doe’s foreman, Jane Smith, witnessed the
accident. The employee continued to work that day. Mr. Doe began experiencing
worsening pain after leaving work at the end of his shift and sought treatment beyond
ordinary first aid. Mr. Doe was initially treated and released from the Emergency
Room of Albany Memorial Hospital. Doe’s foreman reported the injury on August 3,
2012 to the Insurer / Claim Administrator.
On August 8, 2012, the Claim Administrator determined that the claim is
compensable. The Claim Administrator reported the loss information to the NYS
Workers’ Compensation Board by sending the Original First Report of Injury (FROI 00)
to the NYSWCB on August 8, 2012.
SEQUENCE OF BUSINESS EVENTS (MTC):
Event 1: FROI 00 – Original First Report with Claim Type Code of “M” Medical Only
(Paper Equivalent: C‐2 & C‐669 with Box 16a checked)
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FROI‐04 & SROI‐04
Notice of Controversy
How to controvert a claim with Claims EDI?
•
•
•
•
•

FROI‐04 and SROI‐04 replace the C‐7
FROI‐04 to deny at the onset (no FROI‐00 filed)
SROI‐04 to deny after FROI filing
Paper Document to POI’s – discussed further in Legal slides.
PH‐16.2 is unchanged.

NOTE: To deny additional injury sites and/or medical issues the Claim Administrator should
continue to use the C‐8.1 Process and/or Medical Treatment Guidelines Process.
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SROI‐04 Scenario
Claim Administrator Denies Claim in its Entirety after submitting FROI 00
Employee John Doe fell off a ladder at the employer’s jobsite on August 1, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. The
employee was sent to the hospital and initially treated and released from the Emergency Room of
Albany Memorial Hospital. Doe’s foreman reported the injury on August 3, 2012 to the Insurer /
Claim Administrator.
On August 8, 2012, the Claim Administrator reported the loss information to the NYS Workers’
Compensation Board by sending the Original First Report of Injury (FROI 00) to the NYSWCB. On
August 10, 2012, the employer received the results of the employer’s mandatory toxicology
screening performed at the hospital and learned that John Doe was intoxicated at the time of his
accident. They immediately inform the Claim Administrator of this information.
On August 10, 2012, the Claim Administrator determined that the claim is NOT compensable due
to this intoxication. The Claim Administrator reported the denial information to the NYS Workers’
Compensation Board by sending the Denial Subsequent Report of Injury (SROI 04) to the NYSWCB
on August 10, 2012.
SEQUENCE OF BUSINESS EVENTS (MTC):
Event 1: FROI MTC 00 – Original First Report
Event 2: SROI MTC 04 – Denial Subsequent Report
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Partial Denial
How do we accept medical but deny indemnity?

• SROI‐PD can be sent to deny indemnity in
part or whole
• This can include, but not limited to, no
medical evidence of disability beyond the
waiting period.
NOTE: To deny additional injury sites and/or medical issues the Claim Administrator should
continue to use the C‐8.1 Process and/or Medical Treatment Guidelines Process.
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SROI‐PD Scenario
Claim Administrator Accepts Medical and Denies Indemnity in Full
Employee John Doe continued to work until August 15, 2012, when Doe sought further
treatment from his primary care doctor. The claimant informed his employer on August 16,
2012, that he could not work due to his injury. The employer immediately informed the
Claim Administrator. As of August 27, 2012, the claimant and their provider had not
forwarded a medical report indicating that the claimant was disabled from working.
On August 27, 2012, the Claim Administrator determined that they would not pay
indemnity benefits as there was no medical evidence of disability but they were not
denying payment of medical treatment. The Claim Administrator reported the Partial
Denial to the NYS Workers’ Compensation Board by sending the Partial Denial (SROI PD) to
the NYSWCB on August 27, 2012.
SEQUENCE OF BUSINESS EVENTS (MTC):
Event 1: FROI MTC 00 – Original First Report
Event 2: SROI MTC PD – Partial Denial
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Initial Payment
• Designates payments have begun and are
continuing to the claimant.
• Equivalent of C‐669 with box 15a or b.
• Should be followed up with proper SROI
suspension.
• Should be SROI‐EP if Employer is paying
wages. Then, SROI‐IP if carrier picks up
payments (ie. accruals exhausted).
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SROI‐IP Scenario
Disability is Immediate & Continuous
Employee John Doe fell from a ladder at the employer’s jobsite located at 1234 Broadway,
Albany, NY and broke his right leg on August 1, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. He started work at 7:00
a.m. Doe’s foreman, Jane Smith, witnessed the accident. The employee left work
immediately after the injury and has not returned to work. Mr. Doe was advised to remain
out of work by his orthopedic doctor. Doe’s foreman reported the injury on August 3,
2012 to the Insurer / Claim Administrator.
The Claim Administrator issued a check on August 15, 2012 to the injured employee, for
Temporary Total Disability Benefits, for the period August 2, 2012 through August 15,
2012 and continuing.
The Claim Administrator reported the loss and initial payment information to the NYS
Workers’ Compensation Board by sending both the Original First Report of Injury (FROI 00)
and Initial Payment (SROI IP) transaction reports to the NYSWCB on August 8, 2012 (FROI)
and August 15, 2012 (SROI).
SEQUENCE OF BUSINESS EVENTS (MTC):
Event 1: FROI MTC 00 – Original First Report
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Event 2: SROI MTC IP – Initial Payment

Benefit Changes
SROI‐CA ‐ Change in Benefit Amount only used when:
– Indemnity benefits are currently being paid and
– The Net Weekly Amount changes due to recalculation of Gross Weekly Amount or
application of adjustments and/or credits
OR

– The Gross and Net Weekly Amount change due to a change in the disability rate (ie.
change in TPD from 75% to 50%).
OR

– The Net Weekly Amount changes after a Suspension and an adjustment check is
issued for the same period of indemnity previously paid
SROI‐CB ‐ Change in Benefit Type only used when:
– Indemnity benefits are currently being paid and
– A new Benefit Type Code (BTC) begins and
– The previous Benefit Type Code ends or is reclassified and
– No break in benefit periods
Note: If both SROI‐CA and CB are appropriate, you can file the SROI‐CB.
Note: RFA‐2 is still required to request reduction or suspension of a rate that has been
directed by the Board pursuant to 12 NYCRR 300.23.
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FROI or SROI 02 Change
• Use an 02 Change transaction to report a change in data
only if no other transaction is intended to serve that purpose
• Match Data Elements
require an 02 Change.
If those are changed on
another transaction,
you would receive a
rejection.
• Whenever you have the
JCN (WCB#) this field
should be populated –
even on the FROI.
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SROI‐S1 Scenario
Indemnity Suspended ‐ Claimant has returned to work full duty
Employee John Doe remained out of work. On September 27, 2012, the Claim
Administrator receives notification that John Doe returned to work on September 26,
2012 with no restrictions. The Claim Administrator mails John Doe his final indemnity
check on September 27, 2012.
The Claim Administrator reported the suspension of benefits by sending the Suspension
(SROI S1) transaction report to the NYSWCB on September 27, 2012.
SEQUENCE OF BUSINESS EVENTS (MTC):
Event 1: FROI MTC 00 – Original First Report
Event 2: SROI MTC IP – Initial Payment
Event 3: SROI MTC S1 – Suspension, Returned to Work, or
Medically Determined/Qualified to Return to Work
(EDI equivalent of submitting a C‐8/8.6 today)
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SROI‐PY: Payment Report
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SROI‐SA (Sub‐Annual)
•
•
•

•
•

New Reporting requirement for NYS.
Will provide aggregate totals (sweeps) on payments made to date including medical,
indemnity, attorney fees and penalties.
SROI‐SA is due 180 days from the date of accident (or when no date of accident or
partial date of accident, then due from filing date of first FROI).
– Date of Accident in January would be due in July and January
Due if the case is considered “open” or “closed with continuing indemnity payments”.
Open is defined as:
–

–
–

If no resolution has been issued stating no further action or the claim has been reopened after such a
resolution has been issued, then the case is considered open. If a resolution has been issued stating that
no further action (NFA) is planned at this time, but indemnity benefits are continuing, the case is
considered open.
Open can be a Medical Only (NLT) or Medical & Indemnity claim in which there is no decision stating NFA.
Open can be a case that is No Further Action with continuing indemnity payments.

Further information can be found at:
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/ReqTables/NYS_R3_EventTable.pdf
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/faqs.jsp#periodics
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Events and Sweeps
• Event—this is why you are filing the report
– IP – beginning payments at TTD
– CB – changing benefits from one Benefit Type (stopping) to another Benefit
Type (starting). For example TTD to TPD.
– S1 – stopping a particular benefit (ie. TPD)

• Sweep—compilation or cumulative list of all payments to date
included in addition to the event being reported.
– SROI‐UR (Legacy Claims) and SROI‐SA (Sub‐Annual) are
cumulative or sweep reports.
• A Sweep Benefit Segment is sent with any Event Benefit Segment
if the current Event being reported has a BTC that is different from
the BTC previously reported.
– Example, SROI‐S1 – sweep of the TTD and event is suspension of TPD.
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Sweep Rules
A Sweep Benefit must include:
– Benefit Type Code (BTC)
– Benefit Period Start Date
– Benefit Period Through Date
– Benefit Type Claim Weeks
– Benefit Type Claim Days
– Benefit Type Amount Paid
•

DN0088 Benefit Period Start Date
– For MTC’s (on non‐acquired claims) that are not starting or reinstating a Benefit Type Code the
Benefit Period Start Date is the earliest date for that BTC, regardless of whether multiple benefits
periods have been paid for that BTC.

A Sweep Benefit Segment does not include:
– MTC
– Gross Weekly Amount and Effective Date
— Net Weekly Amount and Effective Date
— Benefit Payment Issue Date
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Sweep reporting within an
Event (CB) Example
DN

Data Element

Sweep Benefit

Event Benefit

Event Benefit

Temporary Total

Temporary Partial

Permanent Partial
Scheduled

0085

Benefit Type Code

0002

Maintenance Type Code

N/A

CB

CB

0174

Gross Weekly Amount

N/A

$350.00

$350.00

0175

Gross Weekly Amount Effective Date

N/A

September 6, 2012

October 17, 2012

0087

Net Weekly Amount

N/A

$350.00

$350.00

0211

Net Weekly Amount Effective Date

N/A

September 6, 2012

October 17, 2012

0088

Benefit Period Start Date

August 2, 2012

September 6, 2012

October 17, 2012

0089

Benefit Period Through Date

September 5, 2012

October 16, 2012

October 23, 2012

0090

Benefit Type Claim Weeks

5

5

1

0091

Benefit Type Claim Days

0

4

0

0086

Benefit Type Amount Paid

$3,500.00

$2,030.00

$350.00

0192

Benefit Payment Issue Date

N/A

October 23, 2012

October 23, 2012
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Adjustments, Credits and
Redistributions
DN0092 Benefit Adjustment Code‐a code identifying reductions or
increases applied to the Gross Weekly Amount, resulting in a new Net
Weekly Amount for a specific benefit type.
A=Apportionment/contribution
B=Subrogation (Third Party Offset)
J=Appeal Adjustment
DN0126 Benefit Credit Code‐a code identifying a reduction that is applied
to the Gross Weekly Amount to yield a new Net Weekly Amount to recoup
monies previously paid.
C=Overpayment
P=Advance
DN0130 Benefit Redistribution Code‐a code indicating that a portion of
the Net Weekly Amount is being directed to another party on behalf of the
employee or beneficiary, but which does not reduce the Gross Weekly
Amount or affect the Net Weekly Amount.
H=Court Ordered Lien
K=Claimant Attorney Fees
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Adjustments, Credits and
Redistributions
These codes should be sent with every SROI report
when the injured worker is not receiving the full
weekly compensation amount due.
The proper code must be reported when it is being
applied to the Benefits being reported on the SROI.
Must include:
• ACR Code
• ACR Start Date
• ACR End Date (when applicable)
– Blank end date denotes continuing ACR

• Weekly Amount of ACR
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Sequencing
Processing Rules
(Refer to DN Reporting Requirement Specific to NYS
document located at
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/NYReqT
ables.jsp for details)
1) FROI‐00 must include DN0074 (claim type) which
indicates ac‐ceptance of claim for date of injury prior
to 1/1/19
Claim Type Codes:
N = Notification of an Incident Only
M = Medical Only
W = Lost Time with No Paid Indemnity
P = Indemnity with No Lost Time Beyond Waiting
Period
I = Indemnity for Lost Time
L = Became Indemnity for Lost Time
B = Became Medical Only
2) FROI‐00 must include DN0075 (Agreement to
Compensate Code) which indicates acceptance of
claim unless DN0074 (Claim Type Code) is N ‐
Notification of an Incident Only, for date of injury on or
after 1/1/19.
Agreement to Compensate Codes:
W = Without Liability
L = With Liability
3) A PY can be filed to show payment per a Notice of
Decision which includes, but is not limited to, 5xx BTCs.
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Legacy Claims
• A legacy claim is any claim that already exists
in the WCB database and has been assigned a
JCN aka WCB# at the time the claim
administrator begins the use of EDI.
• The WCB will provide each trading partner
with a data file(s) containing their legacy
claims before their EDI implementation date.
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Legacy Claim Process
FROI & SROI‐UR’s
1. When reportable event (per NYS Event Table) occurs on a claim for which a FROI has yet
to be filed, Claim Administrator reviews extract file from NYS Workers’ Compensation
Board.
2. If case is listed in the extract file, Claim Administrator files FROI‐UR.
Note: A JCN/WCB# does not guarantee the claim was contained in the Extract File.

3. If case is not listed in the extract file, Claim Administrator files FROI‐00 or FROI‐AU.
4. Claim Administrator files SROI‐UR to summarize historical information (ie. indemnity
benefits) regarding the claim.
5. Claim Administrator files appropriate SROI. For example, SROI‐S4 due to claimant
passing away.
For further information:
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/ImpGuide/NYLegacyClaimTransitionToEDI.pdf
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Quick Code Reference Guide
Important codes can be found on the Claims R3 Quick
Code Reference Guide. These include MTCs, Benefit Type
Codes (BTCs), and Other Benefit Type Codes (OBTs). If
code is crossed off, then NYS does not accept it.
See Section 6 – Data Dictionary from the IAIABC
Implementation Guide for full definitions
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Other Benefit Type Codes (DN0216)
Optional (green highlight) = If sent, WCB will process/display.
Not Processed (yellow highlight) = If sent, WCB will not process/display.
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DN Reporting Requirements
Specific to New York State

** This is only a partial list of DN’s **
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NY Specific DN Information
DN0036 – Part of Body Injured Code
• Does not allow for more than one site of injury
and or allow for left or right to be specified
• Therefore, this information can be provided in
DN0038 – Accident/Injury Description Narrative
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NY Specific DN Information
DN0074 ‐ Claim Type Code (FROI and SROI) for Dates of Accident prior to 1/1/19:
•
Send “N”=Notification of an Incident only
‐ When Claim Administrator is unsure that they will be denying/accepting the
claim at the time the FROI is filed
‐ When Case is indexed, it must be followed up with an 02‐Change or SROI
showing:
1. Send “I”= Indemnity for Lost Time/Indemnity
•
Lost time beyond 7 days for standard workers
•
Any lost time for VF/VAW workers
2. Send “M”= Medical Only
•
No lost time beyond 7 days for standard workers
•
No lost time for VF/VAW workers
3. Send “W” = Lost Time with No Paid Indemnity
•
Medical may or may not have been paid but no lost time beyond 7
days for standard workers
•
No lost time for VF/VAW workers
•
Lost time is within the waiting period or exceeds the waiting period
and no indemnity paid.
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NY Specific DN Information
DN0074 ‐ Claim Type Code (FROI and SROI) for Dates of Accident prior to
Continued:
‐ 1/1/19 When Case is indexed, it must be followed up with an 02‐Change or
SROI showing:
4. Send “P” = Indemnity with No Lost Time Beyond Waiting Period
• Section 32, Schedule loss or disfigurement but no loss of time
beyond waiting period
5. Send “B” = Became Medical Only
• Used to show change in current claim type to Became Medical Only
6. Send “L” = Became Indemnity for Lost Time
• Used to show change in current claim type to Became Indemnity
for Lost Time
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NY Specific DN Information
Common Errors/Issues seen with Claim
Type Code:
• Claim Type Codes of Medical Only (M)/Became
Medical (B) and Indemnity (I)/Became Lost Time (L)
denote acceptance of the claim when you are
submitting FROI/SROIs to WCB
– Exception: 04’s are assumed to be fully controverted.

• Claim cannot be changed back to “N” Notification Only
after it has M, I, B, or L.
• Must be initially sent as N, I, or M
• Relaxed edit in place effective 2/27/2014 after N, I, M
can be changed to anything other than N.
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NY Specific DN Information‐Wages
• DN0062 – Wage (FROI only)
– Estimate of the Average Weekly Wage provided by the
employer—the gross wages of the claimant

• DN0286 – Average Wage (SROI only)
– statutory average weekly wage of claimant calculated
using proper multiple in §14, steps on Form C‐240, and
including wages from concurrent employment as defined
by §14‐6.
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NY Specific DN Information‐Wages
• DN0134 – Calculated Weekly Compensation
Amount –statutory rate of compensation for claimant;

equals 2/3 of Average Wage (DN0286) and subject to the
minimum and maximum rates defined by §15‐6

• DN0087 – Net Weekly Amount and DN0211 Net
Weekly Amount Effective Date‐
– amount after ACRs are applied

• DN0174 – Gross Weekly Amount and DN0175 Gross
Weekly Amount Effective Date–
– amount before ACRs are applied
Note: If Gross and Net do not match, must have ACR or you
may receive rejected transaction.
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NY Specific DN Information
DN0075 – Agreement to Compensate Code – Dates of Accident Prior to
1/1/19:
L – With Liability
W – Without Liability
• For payment of benefits under Section 21‐a or Section 25(1)(f), use Agreement to
Compensate Code ‐ DN0075 with a value of W = Without Liability for Indemnity cases.
Please note that Section 21‐a no longer applies once Accident, Notice, and Causal
Relation (or Occupational Disease, Notice, and Causal Relation) has been established or
365 days have passed since Benefit Payment Issue Date reported on the SROI‐IP.
• Dates of Accident on or after 1/1/19 ‐ Agreement to Compensate Code will replace
Claim Type Code as the “acceptance” of a case and used in addition to the payment of
benefits under Section 21‐a or Section 25(1)(f) as stated above.
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NY Specific DN Information
“Initial” DNs
• DN0056 Initial Date Disability Began (IDDB)
– First Date of Disability/Waiting Period
– If Full Wages Paid for Date of Injury, next qualifying
business day after date of accident.

• DN0297 Initial Date of Lost Time
– First date payable after waiting period requirements
have been met. (May or may not match IDDB depending
upon if waiting period is payable in claim.)

• DN0065 Initial Date Last Day Worked
• DN0068 Initial Return To Work
Note: "Initial" date values must not change unless they were incorrectly reported and
are being changed via MTC 02.
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NY Specific DN Information
“Current” or “Latest” DNs
• DN0072 Latest Return to Work Status Date
• DN0144 Current Date Disability Began
• DN0145 Current Date Last Day Worked

Note: “Current” or “Latest” data values must represent a
subsequent period of disability. They should be updated each time a
new date is applicable to that field.
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Acknowledgment
Acknowledgment Record
– An acknowledgment is a transaction (automated response) returned
by the jurisdiction as a result of an EDI report sent. It contains
enough data elements to identify the original report sent and
communicates any technical business issues found with the report.
– If using a Vendor, they are returned to the Vendor. Trading Partners
should coordinate with Vendors to get acknowledgements.
– If there is any delay between technical and business members of
your organization for processing the acknowledgement file, you may
consider registering for eClaims Inquiry application where you can
check status of transactions as well as retrieve PDFs for accepted
transactions.
– If using WCB Web Data Entry you will receive an immediate
acknowledgement.
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Acknowledgment
There are two values for an individual transaction that a
NYS Trading Partner could receive:
TA = Transaction Accepted
The transaction was accepted by the jurisdiction. No
errors were found on the transaction.

TR = Transaction Rejected
A business or technical error was found and the
transaction was not accepted by the jurisdiction.
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Acknowledgment
• Rejected transactions must be analyzed so that
appropriate data can be sent in the next file
– Note: Rejected transactions are not duly filed.
A fixed transaction should be resent since only
accepted transactions are duly filed.

• Even accepted transactions need to be reviewed
so that future transactions use the appropriate
WCB# (JCN) on subsequent transactions
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Legal/Filing Requirement
Changes

Legal Changes
and
Filing Requirement Changes

Initial Filing
• C‐2: employer’s report of an injury [think § 110]
• FROI: carrier’s initial filing regarding a claim. It is gateway
communication from the entity administering the claim.
[think §§ 25(1)(c) and 25(2)(a), and new reg]
• Some Claim Admins already file C‐2s as Employer’s designee
• The paper C‐2 will not satisfy the eClaims filing requirement
• If timely for § 110 purposes, the FROI can serve as the
employer report of injury too (new reg).
Note: Employers are still subject to §110 requirement that they retain
injury report in their files for designated number of years (currently 18).

New 300.22
• Disability event:
” means any accident, including death resulting therefrom,
occurring in the course of employment or any alleged accident,
including death resulting therefrom, that results in personal
injury which has caused or will cause a loss of time from regular
duties of one day beyond the working day or shift on which the
accident or alleged accident occurred, or which has required or
will require medical treatment beyond ordinary first aid or more
than two treatments by a person rendering first aid; or any
disease or alleged disease, including death resulting therefrom,
claimed to have been caused by the nature of the employment
and contracted therein.”

New 300.22
• Mandatory FROI e‐filing
• A carrier obligation, memorialized via Trading Partner
Agreements with TPAs and vendors
• File w/in 18 days of Disability Event, or w/in 10 days of
knowledge of Disability Event
• Past 18/10? Still must file
• Medical Only case? Must file FROI (need not file SROI and
decide stance on case, unless and until action is necessary)
• Must be electronic!
• Notice of Controversy may be in a FROI, but if carrier taking any
other action on a claim, controversy must be in a SROI.
• Acquired claims

New 300.22
• Mandatory SROI e‐filing; 18 & 10
Initial Controversy [see § 25(2)(a)]
Not controverted; payment has begun
Not controverted; payment has not begun
Initial Controversy from Notice of Indexing [§ 25(2)(b)
and 300.37], 25 days from N of I
• Pay w/o prejudice [§ 21‐a]

•
•
•
•

New 300.22
• SROI Reports of Payments
• Notice w/in 16 days of:
•
•
•
•

Modification of comp payments, where claim not disputed
Suspension of comp payments
Payments following acquisition of claim
§ 25(1)(d): stopped payments reported w/in 16 days

• Periodic reports (every 180 days)
•
•
•
•

All payments of comp made
All payments of medical care
All payments of wages in undisputed claim
Until case is closed beyond 180 days

• Summary of other payments, including penalties paid

Controverted Claims
• Full Denial reasons, on FROI‐04 or SROI‐04
• There were no substantive legal changes
• Defenses arise from statute and case law, as
memorialized in the C‐7 form of today
• Must serve on claimant and legal representative
• Must certify under 300.38 (revised)
• NY defenses fully represented; IA did add one
new code; Board declined to use others.

Translation: C7 to Denial Codes
C‐7 Denial Reason
Prima facie medical evidence
Accident within the meaning of WC Law
Accident arising in the course of employment

Full Denial Reason
2D ‐ No medical evidence of injury
1D ‐ Does not meet statutory definition of accident
2C ‐ Stress non‐work related
1C ‐ Willful intent to injure oneself
1F ‐ Recreational/social activity
1I – Presumption does not apply

Accident arising out of the course of employment

1A ‐ Coming and going
1E ‐ Deviation from employment
1B ‐ Horseplay

Occupational disease within the meaning of WC Law

1D ‐ Does not meet statutory definition of accident

Occupational disease arising out of and in the course of employment
Notice (Section 18)
Notice (Section 45)
Employer‐Employee relationship
Causally related accident or occupational disease
Causally related death
Proper employer entity
Cancelation of coverage
Proper carrier
Subject matter jurisdiction
Timely filing (Section 28)

1I ‐ Presumption does not apply
5A ‐ Failure to report accident timely
5A ‐ Failure to report accident timely
3A ‐ No employer/employee relationship
3B ‐ Independent contractor
3C ‐ Does not meet statutory definition of employee
3G ‐ Statutory exemptions
2E ‐ No injury per statutory definition
Use codes for Causally related accident or OD
3A ‐ No employer/employee relationship
3E ‐ No policy in effect on date of accident
3E ‐ No policy in effect on date of accident
3D ‐ No jurisdiction
3F ‐ Statute of limitation expired

Certification
• Amendment to 300.38 accommodates inability to
certify electronically
• See revised form 400.5, which will allow for
attorney to certify at the PHC.
• SN 046‐547 May 31, 2013

Servable Documents
Data in, document created, carrier serves

• FROI
• SROI

Data comes in to
Bd

Bd creates servable
document

• Available on
server
• Carrier grabs

• View in CIS
• PDF in eCase
• PDF in eClaims
Inquiry
Carrier serves
document

Servable Documents
 See Subject Number 046‐522, issued April 16, 2013
 EDI equivalents of todays C‐669 and C‐7, and notice
of cease or modify payments
 Electronic filing and service timing under reg
 Documents as PDFs in CIS and eCase
 Evidentiary value
Further information:
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/ebiz/eclaims/PrintRep
orts.jsp

Servable FROI‐04

Servable FROI‐04
p.2

Servable SROI‐04

Servable FROI‐04
p.2

eCase: FROI/SROI
Latest Values

eCase: FROI/SROI
Summary of Benefits

eCase: FROI/SROI
Cumulative Benefits

eCase: Case Folder screen,
servable docs

eClaims Inquiry
• Developed to aid Trading Partners who are looking
for another way to review rejected/accepted
transactions and retrieve PDFs.
• If there is a gap in time between when you receive
an acknowledgement file from your technical
team/Vendor, utilizing this application will allow you
to retrieve the PDF right away and allow you to
review rejected transactions and the reasons.
• eClaims Inquiry lists data at the “transactional” level
and displays data specific to each transaction.

Getting Started

eClaims Inquiry
• Search by
Insurer ID and
any of the four
criteria to the
right.
• Or, search by
FROI/SROI
Number

eClaims Inquiry

• Depending upon the
search criteria, results will
display in the search
results. You can then
highlight the specific
transaction.

eClaims Inquiry

• Transaction Details has 9
tabs that provide all of the
detail you submitted on
your FROI/SROI.
• Divided to align, as closely
as possible to PDF.
• If transaction is rejected, it
will list the errors and the
reason for the errors.

eClaims Inquiry

• Transaction Details within eClaims Inquiry is another place to
retrieve PDFs on accepted transactions.
• After entering your search criteria, you will see a PDF icon. Click
on this icon and you can save and/or print the PDF. This
includes servable and non‐servable PDFs.

eClaims Web Data Entry
application
• There is no charge for electronic filing via the
Board’s web‐based IAIABC eClaims data entry
application.
• The eClaims web application is primarily for low‐
volume filers and those who plan to utilize a web
based application to input FROIs and SROIs,
however, it is not limited solely to those groups.
• If you are interested in this application and have not
registered for it yet, your eClaims Administrator can
log in to their administrator account and Add Web
Submission and Users.

Getting Started

Questions/Comments?
Contact us
– eclaims@wcb.ny.gov
– eClaims Examiners: Customer Service 877‐
632‐4996 select option #7 (Claim
Administrator calling about FROI/SROI
filings).
– Or call any of the Board's District Office
numbers and select option #5.

